Participation of the BC loop in the correct folding of bacteriorhodopsin as revealed by solid-state NMR.
Structural changes in bacteriorhodopsin (bR) in two different processes of retinal reconstitutions were investigated by observing the (13)C and (15)N solid-state NMR spectra of [1-(13)C]Val- and [(15)N]Pro-labeled bR. We found that NMR signals of the BC loop were sensitive to changes in protein structure and dynamics, from wild-type (WT) bR to bacterio-opsin (bO), regenerated bR and E1001 bR. Regenerated bR was prepared following the addition of retinal into bO obtained from photobleached WT-bR. E1001 bR was cultured from a retinal-deficient strain termed E1001 following the addition of retinal to growing cells. (15)N NMR signal at Pro70 in the BC loop in WT-bR was observed at 122.4 p.p.m., whereas signals were not apparent or partly suppressed in bO and regenerated bR, respectively. Similarly, the (13)C NMR signal at Val69 in the BC loop at 172.0 p.p.m. that was observed in WT-bR was significantly decreased in both regenerated bR and bO. These results suggest that the dynamic structure of the BC loop in bO was substantially altered following the removal of retinal. As a consequence, the correct protein structure failed to be recovered via the regenerating process of retinal to bO. On the other hand, (13)C and (15)N NMR signals at the BC loop in E1001 bR appeared at positions identical to those of WT-bR. The results of the current study indicate that the BC loop may not always fold correctly in the regenerated bR, which leads to different properties in the regenerated bR compared to that of WT-bR.